Students who do not attend for one calendar year must be readmitted to the University through their Academic Unit and must satisfy degree and program requirements in effect at the time of their readmission.

Information in this Undergraduate Catalog is as of June 2021. Every care has been taken to insure its accuracy; however, the University cannot be responsible for errors and reserves the right to change programs, requirements and policies at any time after the publication of this Catalog. Current information is available through Unit and Departmental Offices.

All data in this catalog reflect information as it was available at the publication date. The University of Michigan-Dearborn reserves the right to revise any content contained in this publication at its discretion and to make reasonable changes in requirements as approved by official action of the University of Michigan-Dearborn University Curriculum and Degree Committee. Except in the case of error or unless otherwise noted, approved changes made to program and degree requirements become effective the appropriate fall semester and apply to all students admitted to the University for that academic year.

Requirements for a degree are based on the regulations and requirements in effect at the time students initially registered at the University of Michigan-Dearborn as a degree-seeking student. Students must satisfy degree requirements in effect at the time of their admission to the University of Michigan-Dearborn. Students who select a major and/or minor offered in a catalog subsequent to their original admission at the University of Michigan-Dearborn must follow the catalog in effect at the time of the selection.”